The KEY to the Series is the Leader's Book
17 chapters of information, 40 half-tone illustrations. Full score for parts with piano accompaniment. Every tool the leader needs at hand for group instrumental training.
Price, $1.50

Rapid progress is essential in the development of a school band, but thoroughness comes first. With the right method in group training, thoroughness and quick results go hand in hand because fundamental problems are stripped of non-essentials and needless repetition. But there can be no evasion or slighting of fundamentals, lest there be lacking the solid foundation upon which rests the continuous musical growth of the individual—the purpose of education and the true basis of the band's success.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, BOSTON
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., NEW YORK
Youth Triumphant Overture

By ROBERT W. GIBB

A composition such as this—so beautifully and effectively arranged—certainly makes the way easier for the conductor to instill into the minds of the young orchestra members a love for and appreciation of the worth while things in orchestra music of the better type. Robert W. Gibb in his “Youth Triumphant” has contributed something very valuable to orchestra music for young players.

Ralph W. Pink, Supr. Music, Public Schools, Greenfield, Ohio

Playable by young bands—worth while for any band—the sort of overture that may well become standard

This requisition makes the twentieth copy of “Youth Triumphant” I have ordered for my various School, Rotary and adult bands—not to mention the extra parts! Need I tell you this is the kind of music we are looking for?

THOMAS D. PERKINS

PRICES

[Instruments and prices listed]

In the left column, a section titled "Youth Triumphant Overture" contains a detailed analysis of the instrumentation needed for the piece. The right side features an advertisement for Buescher Instruments, promoting their True Tone Instruments.

WALTER JACOBS Inc. 120 Boylston Street
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
**Features of the New Deagan Vibra-Harp**

**A New Sensation in Musical Tone**

The new Deagan instrument with the beautiful Vibra-Harp tone effect. It has a very pure quality that is retained in its beauty, the sweet haunting melodies and harmonies having a luring impression on player and listener alike.

**Price**

including complete instructions for playing, $1.00

Through our Dealers Direct from Factory

J.C. Deagan Inc.
1722 Bartina Avenue
Chicago

---

**MUSIC**

**JACOBS' ORCHESTRA MONTHLY**

Orchestra at the Valentine Hall/Chapel - Full Orchestra and Piano (including Symphony and Trumpet-Choral)

Conductors: F. P. McCrack

**JACOBS' BAND MONTHLY**

Orchestra of the Valentine Hall/Chapel - Full Orchestra and Piano Band

**MELODY** (For Piano or Organ)

Melodist arranged by Del Carter

Anonymous

**Supervisors' Conferences**

Eastern Music Supervisors' Conference
Next meeting to be held in Philadelphia, March 14, 15, 16, 1919, at the Pennsylvania Hotel, George L. Ludington, Chairman of Local committee.

North Central Music Supervisors' Conference
Meeting to be held in Minneapolis on April 16, 17, 18, 1919.

Southeastern Conference for Music Education
Next meeting to be held in Nashville, North Carolina, March 6, 7, 8, 1919.

Southeastern Music Supervisors' Conference
Meeting to be held in Atlanta, Georgia, April 3, 4, 5, 1919.

---

**MILLER'S Modern Method for Clarinet, $1.50**

L. E. Miller's clarinet method written for the modern clarinet, with special emphasis on breathing and mouthpiece. This method, in six parts, the quartet, quartet, quintet, sextet, septet, and octet, is made to fit the modern clarinet, with special emphasis on breathing and mouthpiece. This method, in six parts, the quartet, quartet, quintet, sextet, septet, and octet, is made to fit the modern clarinet, with special emphasis on breathing and mouthpiece. This method, in six parts, the quartet, quartet, quintet, sextet, septet, and octet, is made to fit the modern clarinet, with special emphasis on breathing and mouthpiece. This method, in six parts, the quartet, quartet, quintet, sextet, septet, and octet, is made to fit the modern clarinet, with special emphasis on breathing and mouthpiece. This method, in six parts, the quartet, quartet, quintet, sextet, septet, and octet, is made to fit the modern clarinet, with special emphasis on breathing and mouthpiece.
Quality and Performance

Main factors in EVERY York purchase

W. E. RICHTER, recentlly received a notice from the U. S. Civil Service Commission meeting in Washing- ton for the position of band leader to be held for the purpose of filling vacancies in the Indian Field Service and other vacancies requiring similar qualifications. There was one fair which caught our eye: "The services are based on the idea that the music should be of high quality and should be disseminated through the medium of music education. We have been asked to assist in this project by providing a regular band leader and instrumentalists to conduct a school band. The position is one that offers an excellent opportunity for those interested in music education and who wish to contribute to the advancement of music in the Indian communities. The salary is $300 per month for the first year, and may be increased in subsequent years if the student demonstrates a willingness to continue their studies.

We were not as impressed with the government's generally expressed needs, particularly when we sought out the information that was needed—we began to think that the lack of leadership and guidance was hampering our efforts. We began to see the need for leadership and guidance to be expressed in a more meaningful way. We began to see the need for leadership and guidance to be expressed in a more meaningful way. We began to see the need for leadership and guidance to be expressed in a more meaningful way.

This and That

New England High School Orchestra at the Biennial Convention of the National Federation of Music Clubs

United Airlines seeks new music director. The current music director, who has been with the orchestra for over ten years, has decided to retire. The orchestra is looking for a new director who can lead the orchestra in their upcoming performances. The ideal candidate should have a strong background in music education and experience conducting various types of ensembles. The position offers a salary of $75,000 per year and benefits including health insurance and retirement plan. Interested candidates are encouraged to apply by submitting their resumes and letters of interest to the orchestra by June 1st. For more information, please visit the orchestra's website.

Urgent Business!

We notice in the Army and Navy Register a list of various music organizations seeking members. Among them, the New England High School Orchestra, with its rich history and excellent reputation, is seeking new members. The orchestra is particularly interested in attracting students who are passionate about music and have a desire to contribute to the community. Interested students are encouraged to contact the orchestra's director or visit their website for more information about the upcoming season and upcoming performances.
Words and Music

'Specially Words

Melody for February, 1929

By

EDITH MINTER

While throwing rocks at other and mauser decades, why confine ourselves so generally to considering clothes and nothing else? Of course our clothes make us more moral than our manners, because our manners preserved partly by hiding legs in long skirts, and we take care of ourselves practically with no skirts at all. Improvement really must be more than a mere matter of fashions, without shadows or shoves. Therefore, let us, for a moment, make a quick change, as it were. Let us consider the songs rather than the slits of the party dresses, the words. Let us get as up on our legs as we discover that nothing written down since the present exists is valid, if Truth is Beauty, and of so many the Knodle—Matthew or maybe Benedict—certainly confused in so long ago.

In order to prove statements one has often to pick and choose in the way of illustra-
tion and be careful what one selections at that. For instance addressing oneself again to dresses, wanting to show the utterly abominable character of female attire in a past generation, one portrays a woman with a 18th century, a waist, a frill, a bustle, a fan, and a flat sailor hat. Werther everywhere swallows and tries to admire the đun on the one page, which has practically nothing sobre hergar but one ears and a lipstic. Of course the cribeb, bustling, et al., were never played at any one time. To prove a contention an example selected ever so slightly has the case, is as good as salted, and the chief editor of each decade extracted.

Today the Gals Make Whoopee

With songs, however, one has merely to close one's eyes and grab to just what is written.

For instance:

Feller, dear feller, come home with me now.
The clock is already striking one.
You said you would some straight home to mamma
And when you come our joy's work over.
It's not the 19th amendment that makes this obsolete. It's simply everything. Town clocks do not strike. What's the idea, they can't be heard for auto horns. And only very rich and extremely antique sailors have chimes. The modern church can't afford to build one, and most of the ancient churches have their's down because it costs as much to keep 'em in repair. Again, no normal female

Children play pa to be home by one. Why, at that early hour — the very edge of the evening, one may say — she's home here!

Another ditty that comes to mind out of memory's album was, Bring the Woman Home, John. Setting aside the pretty solid evident fact, that John would hardly be out with a wagon, in difficult to imagine anyone wishing him to bring home one. Most any object is in the way of a bundle—even a new bad and chain—would be preferable. But not a wagon. It would take up too much room in the kitchenette. And most folks eat right there now, so eating things hot off the gas—what's that? It isn't a tug of war that's meant? Well, the same holds good with any old wagons. And if John got hold of a good period thing like a Conestoga or a democrat, why not sell it to J. Ford? He ought to be good and tired of bringing home nothing but the latest year after year.

Home of Other Days

Saying of home, do you remember Maggie Murphy's? There was an organ in the parlor,
Just to give the house a tone,
And music every evening,
At Maggie Murphy's house.

Well, the last two lines may not be too far from fact today, but it's not the organ that's at blame. Probably Maggie Murphy's knows what an organ (punter) is like. All the organs they're acquainted with are pipe and mouth.
They are 'em from XXY or ZAP and they try frantically to switch to Scherzado, which often

Imagine Annie Rossey in this cysral world
She's my sweetheart,
She's my wife,
I love her heart,

Oh, the ol' sunshine fair tonight upon the Pueblo;
From the fields there comes a breeze of sunshine and

Through the morganza the sunlights are

On the banks of the Pueblo—for a moon
From any fields now comes scent of gasoline,
and what glens is head-not sunlights; while the Whirler isn't far off at all. No place is far off, not even that N. Pole. As for that other line

I love her heart she thought I didn't know she
A couple of knees. No gills a thinking fellows don't mean it, no matter what all he thinks.
The Harris song — After the Bull is Over—
This is so strong as the song Eddie Rose

Words of BLUE

By

IRENE JUNO

Threatre represses as a whole, and with mixed views, I need add, have never been successfully overcome the singing career of the chamber music into which the field. It is good to note that in a large number of written this, and mad that when he had successful lived it down du Maurier had to revive it.

Nothing short of a regular epidemic could wash out what was left, and 1928 would have to tell a simile to a bimbo who wandered home after all at least fifty years after his absence, and even then he'd be apt to find the old schoolmaster simultaneously fighting for a pension and refusing to be retired on while. Sweet Alice would have just bellowed her hair and be saying over the phone. “Yes, I done it for my own good. I certainly don't intend to be broke for a back number yet.”

Well, I guess this will be about all. A Stormy Night for Rosalind, does not affect the modern mind, who asks, “What is it—a ramble?” because she does hear in an automobile, and start make no difference. And for that picturesque piece, I Cannot Call Her Mother, why, don't. She's “old dear” in a patrician tone, when she isn't Lil or Polly.

From mother to ma was a generation, and the present is something else again. If it's a divorced child speaking, as one suspects, it is better to be safe and say “'Tis a last will” because if she's young and pretty—and they present a problem the woman wouldn't want to be addressed as Mother-er or even a great galumphing Snowdrop. Why, with her up our line, she nearly lys 19 years she confesses to herself. Some of the “sad” songs that used to raise uhs seen anything but wonderful to us.

Just one year ago insight, live,
I become your loving bride,
Changed a mansion for a cottage,
To dwell by the ocean side.
And told you I'd be happy,
But no happiness I see,
For I am without a cottage.
In a nottage by the sea.

Pictures are words and a whole, and with mixed views, I need add, have never been successfully overcome the singing career of the chamber music into which the field. It is good to note that in a large number of written this, and mad that when he had successful lived it down du Maurier had to revive it.

Nothing short of a regular epidemic could wash out what was left, and 1928 would have to tell a simile to a bimbo who wandered home after all at least fifty years after his absence, and even then he'd be apt to find the old schoolmaster simultaneously fighting for a pension and refusing to be retired on while. Sweet Alice would have just bellowed her hair and be saying over the phone. “Yes, I done it for my own good. I certainly don't intend to be broke for a back number yet.”

Well, I guess this will be about all. A Stormy Night for Rosalind, does not affect the modern mind, who asks, “What is it—a ramble?” because she does hear in an automobile, and start make no difference. And for that picturesque piece, I Cannot Call Her Mother, why, don't. She's “old dear” in a patrician tone, when she isn't Lil or Polly.

From mother to ma was a generation, and the present is something else again. If it's a divorced child speaking, as one suspects, it is better to be safe and say “'Tis a last will” because if she's young and pretty—and they present a problem the woman wouldn't want to be addressed as Mother-er or even a great galumphing Snowdrop. Why, with her up our line, she nearly lys 19 years she confesses to herself. Some of the “sad” songs that used to raise uhs seen anything but wonderful to us.

Just one year ago insight, live,
I become your loving bride,
Changed a mansion for a cottage,
To dwell by the ocean side.
And told you I'd be happy,
But no happiness I see,
For I am without a cottage.
In a nottage by the sea.
The ETHER CONE

On this page we present pictures of three eminent gentlemen in their respective fields, three reviews of prominent programs, one music-craze, a bit of Aristocra, and a philosophic conjecture. On this evidence we rest our case, your Honors.

By Lawrence Sardoni

Stepping Stones to Violin Playing
FOR THE YOUNG BEGINNER

Class instruction for beginners of no previous training. Makes first steps a pleasureable and interesting experience. Octavo size book; fits in violin case. Accessible price.

A Teacher's Manual enables the instructor to adapt to his own class-rooms or private teaching method the plan of class instruction, class position drills, bow drills, etc., used by the author in his long experience in class teaching and in his notable success in the Boston Public Schools. Besides comprehensive teaching suggestions and numerous full page half-tone illustrations, the manual includes the piano accompaniments.

Teacher's Manual, 75c

Student's Books, 50c

Ten Violin Pieces
IN DIFFERENT STYLES
By Eugene Greenberg

1. Easy shifting within the first three positions.
2. Playable in the first position.
3. An entirely new set of pieces.
4. Varied in musical style, the rhythmic, the sentimental, and the classic dance all being represented.

DITSON'S EASY ORCHESTRA FOLIO

This collection includes playing variations of musical composition and a splendid addition to our publications for Public School and other Amateur Orchestras. The Violin: Its Famous Makers and Players

By Paul Stoeveng

Possessed of an easy narrative style the author gives in a series of compact chapters all the facts we either guess at or frankly don’t know about the violin. Its origin and history, early violin builders and players, the greatest virtuosi and the general development of the violin art, are all treated in bold and entertaining fashion.

Pocket Music Student Price, 60 cents

TOY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRAS

And HOW THEY MAY BE DEVELOPED

By Irene St. Quintin

Complete line-up for organizing and directing a Toy Symphony Orchestra, in which the toy instruments have real parts and their ability to find, count and follow rhythm. A list of available construction plans, and the playing and arranging of various toy orchestra pieces of the following types: Strumming, Vaudeville, Marches, Quickstep, Pie, Waltz, etc. Diagrams of stage and room arrangement. Seating plans for orchestra.

Are you interested in a BEGINNING BAND?


Ref: to our announcement on the inside cover.

Price, 50 cents

Oliver Ditson Company, Boston
**Will the Banjo Crash the Gate?**

**by M. S. De Witt**

The author says to us think, and does so many others who are observing the progress made by the instrument in circles which, at one time, and a somewhat exclusive and even somewhat curiously latent interest towards this unassuming and unpretending social recognition. The banjo should be of special interest to American musicians and composers alike, for, as we look today, it is a product of the land, and expresses, as does possibly no other instrument, the rhythmic, syncopated note characteristic of modern American life in this generation.

**Play Without Pressure**

**The Founder**

**Non-Pressure Mute**

**MUSICIANS’ PINS**

**Play Without Pressure**

**The Founder**

**Non-Pressure Mute**

**To advertise an elastic that will keep your shoes in place, it is not necessary to have a golf club in your hand.**

**The Future Recorder**

From my experience in playing the instrument and other instruments, such as the oboe, the banjo has a peculiar advantage over the others. It is the ability to create a sound that is both pleasing and effective. The banjo is an instrument that is capable of producing a wide range of sounds, from soft and delicate to loud and powerful. It is a versatile instrument that can be used in a variety of settings, from solo performances to large ensembles. The banjo has a unique ability to blend in with other instruments, and it can be used to create a wide range of moods and emotions.

**The Future Recorder**

From my experience playing the instrument, I found that it was easy to learn and enjoyable to play. The instrument is relatively simple to play, and it is possible to produce beautiful sounds with relative ease. The banjo has a distinctive sound that is easily recognizable, and it is a popular instrument in many musical genres. The banjo is a versatile instrument that can be used in a variety of settings, from solo performances to large ensembles. It has a unique ability to blend in with other instruments, and it can be used to create a wide range of moods and emotions.
The Notebook of a Strolling Musician

by

ARTHUR H. RACKETT

EREIT H. RACKETT

DURING the season of 1909-1910 I was a "crooner"—taking the lead with the Black Howard Band, the social session musical company, and Ed. Neikerkon, the latter a banjoist and cornet soloist who in his early playing on this instrument was known as the "boy wonder." Returning to Chicago in the spring of 1911 at the close of my trip, I was just in time to see three members of my family make their debut as a variety team at the old Park Variety Theatre on South State Street in a musical act called the "Three Rackett Brothers." On the same program with them John W. Kelly was beginning to establish himself and fame for himself, later on achieving tremendous and country-wide popularity as the "Rolling Mill Man." George Castell, father to the younger George of the well-known Castell & Castle Circuit and a prominent booking agent, saw possibilities in the act put up by my brothers, and immediately booked it to open the week of August 19, 1911, at Harry Williams Academy in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, thus starting a team that proved to be a triumphant one.

At That Time Supreme

It was recorded generally that about that time in the history of the old variety stage ("vaudeville") there was an unknown quantity in the theatrical world; there never before had been a musical act equal to that of the three Rackett "boys," who quickly became the rage, over with several of the "big ones" in the variety field, some of these being foreign celebrities. At the close of their Pittsburgh engagement on November 4, 1911, they opened in New York, where they were booked as one of the top attractions in the show. These three leading features were Horace Winsley (the "Dublin Boy") considered to be the greatest stage dancer of that time; the Three Carons, noted as the greatest circus cincinnati-acrobats; and the Three Rackett Brothers.

In January of 1912 the three were engaged as a special attraction for the famous old Koster & Bial Music Hall in New York, and although not going on for their "turn" until midnight and "closing" a show made up of all-star performers, the Rackett act nevertheless scored a knockout. Even as the last midnight performers on a long bill, my three brothers accomplished what no other act ever had done before: they drew applause from the occupants of the high-priced back boxes in the exclusive balcony, something hitherto unknown in that house.

As a result of this remarkable first showing, Koster & Bial shortly afterwards engaged them for a three-weeks run at that house, where they shared headlining honors with two other super-attractions regarded as the greatest acts on their kind on any stage, either in this country or in Europe; they were Carmenets, a remarkable Spanish dancer, and the noted Spanish Students' Orchestra. The position assigned the Rackett Brothers on the bill was one of the most difficult possible for a local act so against a foreign one of its kind. It was sandwiched in between these two big-imported acts, the three appearing for their respective "turns" in the following order: the Spanish Students' Orchestra, the Rackett Brothers and Carmenets. But they more than made good.

At Krieh's Theatre in Boston my brothers appeared on the same bill with the popularly famous Four Cohans. They topped a bill at Hammerstein's Cherry Roof Garden which included those two remarkable negro comedians, Williams and Walker, in that remarkable week when President McKinley was assassinated. My brothers had been booked for a four-weeks run at the Hammerstein house, which of course was terminated by the great national tragedy, as were those of many others. Wherever the Rackett Brothers appeared they made good, and their act was acknowledged to be the greatest of its kind ever before presented in variety. For several years they shared honors with Beal, Watson and other "bright lights," besides those already mentioned.

Drum-Bellies and "Dudes"

Concerning the word "drum" in the line just above, for more than twenty years drummers and musicians in vaudeville wondered and marveled at the drumming of my brother Ernest, every time they heard him execute his solo on the drum. He had the drum fitted into a tub, using the bottom of the tub as a batter head, and his imitation of a railroad train (using the de-da-da-de roll) never had been equaled by any other drummer either past or present. The last statement is made advisedly and with judgment, for having done the same drum specialty myself for fifty years, and having heard all the greatest drummers of my time, I surely should be competent to judge.

Ernest had the most powerful and strongest roll of them all; his shading of a roll from fort to pianissimo was so close and so delicate in touch that it resembled the sound of night winds murmuring through the trees much more than it did the rolling of a drum. There must be hundreds of musicians living and doing business in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, San Francisco, and other of the larger music centers, who have heard this drum specialty of my brother.

But Ernest was something more than a drummer. As an athlete he was noted for his great physical strength, stamina, hand-balancing and boxing. In height he measured five feet and eleven inches, and weighed 140 pounds when striped for action. For hand-balancing on a one-hand stand, Ernest held the endurance test in length of time over all in the field for many years. Balanced twelve feet up from stage level on a scenic (imitation) church steeple with his right hand, he played a cymbal (bass) solo with his left hand. This leads to the second word in the above leading.

"Dumb"-bell is the word mentioned does not refer to the human ones so-called, who certainly are "sold" enough in one respect to warrant the leading fighters of the '90s, as well as in his own profession. He had boxed in such noted clubs in America as the "Broadway Athletic" in New York and in the old "Olympic" in San Francisco. Many times, too, he had "put on the gloves" in training camps—facing men like Jack Dempsey—not the "Fighter" of present times, but the old-time middleweight known as the "Nonpareil"—Young Mitchell, Jack Bant, Terry McGovern, Bob Armstrong, and many of the leading light вес легких. Two of his interesting experiences in boxing are well worth the telling here, for they were the talk of the entire professional world then as they are today—let us be of today—of the 1910s of today. The first one of these experiences was a bout of three minutes rounds with Tom Sharkey, the famous heavyweight fighter who was featuring at the old Howard Athenaeum in Boston.

The occasion was during the last week of M. I. Thies' "Wire, Women and Sport Illustrated" at the old Howard in June of 1899—the Rackett Brothers, with Sharkey and Kennedy, being the feature acts of the show. Tom Sharkey had been engaged as a special feature for the closing week, together with his sparring partner and his mentor, the great Peter Mendenhall. Also, and because of his great popularity in Boston where he was boxing instructor in one of the big sporting clubs of the city, Steve O'Donnell likewise was specially engaged for the final week. Tony Kennedy (of Shanahan and Kennedy) was the one who brought about the match with Sharkey, and personally always has thought it a "Flasher" for Ernest on the part of Kennedy. He asked my brother if he would "go on" with Sharkey some time during the week as a specialty, explaining that as a personal friend of Sharkey he (Kennedy) could arrange everything all right. Ernest replied that he certainly would, and thought no more regarding the matter. He had no suspicions about meeting a heavyweight like Sharkey, for his experience with the "big ones" had been that they were very careful when boxing with amateurs, fearing lest an injury should be caused that would draw severe censure.

With my brother's part in the bout arranged, there remained to be considered only the
**The New**

**FILLMORE BEGINNERS’ BAND BOOK**

**JUST OFF THE PRESS**

Modern in conception—substantial in foundation—leading the building of a Successful Band.

**"Try the Fulton Way"**

A SISTOMATISED progressive elementary method for young bands, consisting of four distinct methods of music study in the first series, which is continued in connection with other subsequent lessons. The idea is not to confine the beginner with mere exercises, but to introduce him to the practice of playing useful and popular pieces. All exercises are fused, and in the point, and are arranged to be played with the instrument, the instruction being clear and distinct and independent of the orchestra. **Price: $16.00 per set of three books.**

**PUBLISHED FOR ALL BAND INSTRUMENTS, INCLUDING A CONDUCTOR’S SCORE.**

A large book containing a complete score of all the parts, plus copies of the lead parts to be bound in the conductor’s score.

**THE PERSPECTIVE OF MUSIC**

**AESTHETE Magazine**

HARRY FRANCIS PARKS, Editor

A bi-weekly entertainment of the music world, featuring the best in music, reviews, and features. **Price: $1.00 per year.**

**FOLDERS/MUSIC FOLIOS/LOOSE LEAF DEVICES**

Buy them better and cheaper direct from the **KAYSER MUSIC BOUNDING CO.** 120 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Selection sent on approval.

**NO PRESSURE—BY MAIL**

**ALL INSTRUMENTS—ALL WANTS**

**EVERYTHING WILL BE SHIPPED TO YOU ONCE YOUR ORDER IS RECEIVED—EVERYTHING SHIPPED FROM OUR OWN FACTORY.**

**THE MUSIC TRADE NEWS**

**Devoted exclusively to the interests of those who buy and sell sheet music, musical merchandise and music books**

**LIVE—NEWSY—INSTRUCTIVE**

**Keeeps you in touch with all that’s new in music—and helps to direct instruments.**

**PUBLISHED MONTHLY**

**SUBSCRIPTIONS SENT A PERSON.**

**THE MARTIN BAND INSTRUMENT CO.**

**New Handcraft Triumph**

**Great New Line!**

**Announcing the Greatest Handcraft Triumph**

**THE MARTIN BAND INSTRUMENT CO.**

**The greatest new line!**

**Melody for February, 1929**

**The New Fillmore Beginners' Band Book**

**"Try the Fulton Way"**

A systematically progressive elementary method for young bands, consisting of four distinct methods of music study in the first series, which is continued in connection with other subsequent lessons. The idea is not to confine the beginner with mere exercises, but to introduce him to the practice of playing useful and popular pieces. All exercises are fused, and in the point, and are arranged to be played with the instrument, the instruction being clear and distinct and independent of the orchestra. **Price: $16.00 per set of three books.**

**Published for all band instruments, including a conductor’s score.**

A large book containing a complete score of all the parts, plus copies of the lead parts to be bound in the conductor’s score.

**The Perspective of Music**

**Aesthetic magazine**

HARRY FRANCIS PARKS, Editor

A bi-weekly entertainment of the music world, featuring the best in music, reviews, and features. **Price: $1.00 per year.**

**Folders/Music Folders/Lose Leaf Devices**

Buy them better and cheaper direct from the KAYSER MUSIC BOUNDING CO. 120 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Selection sent on approval.

**No Pressure—By Mail**

**All Instruments—All Wants**

**Everywhere Will be Shipped to You Once Your Order Is Received—Everywhere Shipped from Our Own Factory.**

**The Music Trade News**

**Devoted exclusively to the interests of those who buy and sell sheet music, musical merchandise and music books**

**Live—Newsy—Instructive**

**Keeps you in touch with all that’s new in music—and helps to direct instruments.**

**Published Monthly**

**Subscription sent a person.**

**The Martin Band Instrument Co.**

**New Handcraft Triumph**

**Great New Line!**

**Announcing the Greatest Handcraft Triumph**

**The Martin Band Instrument Co.**

**Newest and greatest line!**

**Melody for February, 1929**

**The New Fillmore Beginners’ Band Book**

**"Try the Fulton Way"**

A systematically progressive elementary method for young bands, consisting of four distinct methods of music study in the first series, which is continued in connection with other subsequent lessons. The idea is not to confine the beginner with mere exercises, but to introduce him to the practice of playing useful and popular pieces. All exercises are fused, and in the point, and are arranged to be played with the instrument, the instruction being clear and distinct and independent of the orchestra. **Price: $16.00 per set of three books.**

**Published for all band instruments, including a conductor’s score.**

A large book containing a complete score of all the parts, plus copies of the lead parts to be bound in the conductor’s score.

**The Perspective of Music**

**Aesthetic magazine**

HARRY FRANCIS PARKS, Editor

A bi-weekly entertainment of the music world, featuring the best in music, reviews, and features. **Price: $1.00 per year.**

**Folders/Music Folders/Lose Leaf Devices**

Buy them better and cheaper direct from the KAYSER MUSIC BOUNDING CO. 120 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Selection sent on approval.

**No Pressure—By Mail**

**All Instruments—All Wants**

**Everywhere Will be Shipped to You Once Your Order Is Received—Everywhere Shipped from Our Own Factory.**

**The Music Trade News**

**Devoted exclusively to the interests of those who buy and sell sheet music, musical merchandise and music books**

**Live—Newsy—Instructive**

**Keeps you in touch with all that’s new in music—and helps to direct instruments.**

**Published Monthly**

**Subscription sent a person.**

**The Martin Band Instrument Co.**

**New Handcraft Triumph**

**Great New Line!**

**Announcing the Greatest Handcraft Triumph**

**The Martin Band Instrument Co.**

**Newest and greatest line!**

**Melody for February, 1929**
The object of this book is to make the teacher and the parent by word, picture, and material, in the formation of a rhythm-band. The rhythm-orchestra is the base to the rhythm-band orchestra, and offers the child the exhilarating joy of ensemble playing, long before any formal music training reached.

Simple string arrangements are used in this book, so that the place in the piano can be given to a child as soon as possible. The texts of these pieces are offered to encourage singing. One group playing and one group playing in the key is not only an attractive arrangement, but a happy solution of the question—what to do with large classes.

Illustrations, accompanied by detailed instructions, eliminate any possibility of misunderstanding.


Carl Fischer, Inc. COOPER SQUARE NEW YORK BOSTON 189 Tremont St. CHICAGO 459 S. Walton Avenue ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER

Feast or Famine

LAST month I had such a row of let-
ters I could scarcely get through
them. This month I can’t get none.
Boys and girls, you have gone and
fell down on me. I suppose the ex-
ception of counting the Christmas cards, the neckties and the few Oscars left in the old
sock, kept your minds on sterner things. I can understand that, because I have gone through the same process,
nevertheless I am a little hurt. Deeply hurt. I have to write the whole damn column myself, so be it on your heads.

Self-Service

If this column is primarily for irritated, it would seem to follow that its readers might be more or less interested in organs. If this is not true it ought to be, for it seems to me there is an astounding ignorance among the crust as to what it just is that makes its little cal-
gifles tick, and what difference does it make? One of the most prominent organs in the country once allowed me to core a cipper for him in the saloon of a small vessel I was making in the pit, and claimed at the time that he didn’t know what an organ cork looked like, at any rate so far as utilization would be concerned. And why should one make pilgrimage to those prissy organists? I may appreciate the point of view of the or-

ganists who fear to display any ability at main-
taining or repairing queer organs. There is no reason why any one should do it. Their time is too valuable to be wasted on any of the necessity organs that are common to pipe organ. How would you like a saxophone with the same five fingers and the same 12 notes? Or a trumpet that suddenly developed the habit of wheezing E when you fingered D and D when you aimed for B? Or a clarinet that played flat every afternoon, and sharp every evening? Or a peculiarly that suddenly began to blast F# at you whenever you were playing it or not? It will be noted that all of these things happen to organs, and they simply get out their pedals and add it to the trouble sheet for the repair man to note when he comes next month—if he does.

Personally I would rather take the risk of being asked to do a little fixing once in a while and have the instrument in satisfactory condition. It is not all of the pittance on the average; the fee付s are large and many times with more. On the face here would always be played the clarinet, because it is the most prominent in the general repertoire, and as far as the teacher is concerned, a clarinet—whether it existed or not was largely a matter of opinion. Nevertheless from these considerations begins a large group of—Stacy R. L.

Bakr has had his day, but has become a piano, presents programs of selected orchestral, and yet—we wonder she has had a wishful thing. The clarinet is not a clarinet, and as far as it matters. It is not all of the pittance on the average; the fee paid is large and many times with more. On the face here would always be played the clarinet, because it is the most prominent in the general repertoire, and as far as the teacher is concerned, a clarinet—whether it existed or not was largely a matter of opinion. Nevertheless from these considerations begins a large group of—Stacy R. L.

Bakr has had his day, but has become a piano, presents programs of selected orchestral, and yet—we wonder she has had a wishful thing. The clarinet is not a clarinet, and as far as it matters. It is not all of the pittance on the average; the fee paid is large and many times with more. On the face here would always be played the clarinet, because it is the most prominent in the general repertoire, and as far as the teacher is concerned, a clarinet—whether it existed or not was largely a matter of opinion. Nevertheless from these considerations begins a large group of—Stacy R. L.
They Prefer Their Movies Straight!

The question is NOT: Are sound movies preparing to replace the organist? BUT: IS THE ORGANIST PREPARING TO REPLACE SOUND MOVIES?

Signs of the times indicate that in the next nine months the theatre patron’s reaction against cannot music will gather momentum. Are the rank and file of theatre organists prepared to grasp this opportunity?

This School will do its part if you will do yours. In its second year there are now over 100 past and present students of this School holding regular positions; over 50 in greater Boston alone. Write for booklet.

The DEL CASTILLO
THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL OF BOSTON
33-41 State Theatre Building
Boston, Massachusetts

AND NOW—
THE STANLEY THEATRE, of Newark, N. J., has been added to the list of great theatres in New York Metropolitan District demanding Theatre Organs. Robert Pernet, grandnephew of the Velaco Organ Studios, has been selected by the Stanley Theatre management to appear on a featured organist.


Theatre Organ Instruction
Under the Direct Supervision of AVELYN M. KERR
Organist and Director
We have installed a telemetering and sound-recording and broadcast- ing organ, completely equipped with sound track and all the effects he ever found or used in a theatre organ.
Picture-Giving Made Possible by ACTUAL FILM PRODUCTION DURING REHEARSAL HOURS

AVELYN M. KERR SCHOOL OF THE ORGAN
1136 W. 12th Street
Chicago, Illinois

Organ Jazz and Solo Playing
A beginner course in twelve lessons for the advanced student and professional player. We teach you how to make up your own ability by studying from the following method: Improvise at first will place you in position. Write for full details today.

BALLE THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL
How to Rehearse Organ in Mixed Groups Profitably and Promptly

PROFITABLE AND PLEASANT

Spare Time Employment
Rehearsing James Kates, Marshall (25c per hour), or Recital Pieces (8c, 19c per piece), Mission
For the theatre organ and concert, 8MM per piece.
Each one of these exclusive concert pieces was played individually.

Music Printers
Engravers and Lithographers
PRINT ANYTHING IN PRINT
FIRM WAYS TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS
SOMETHING ENSURE SUCCESS

Zimmermann & Son Co., Boston

Melodies for February, 1929

JOHN GART
PRIVATE ORGAN INSTRUCTION

Announcing a Special 8-Lesson Course in Modern Theatre Playing, including ...
Picture Playing Improvising... Jazz Solos... Specialties...

The course consists of 8 lessons, including Daily Practice, extending over a period of 8 weeks at the rate of Fifty Dollars for the entire course.

For Information or Arrangements write John Gart Organ Studio
272 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. or call NEW 4858

THEATRE ORGANISTS FOUNDATION
PHOTOPLOID LIBRARY

50
Loose Leaf Volumes
By TRUMAN E. MARLOWE, LOUIS BLOOM, WILLIAM B. HART, and others.

5 Numbers in Every Volume

Price, Each Vol., 50c.

Vol. 1. Drama: Incidentals
Vol. 2. Drama: Incidentals
Vol. 3. Drama: Incidentals
Vol. 4. Drama: Incidentals
Vol. 5. International
Vol. 6. International
Vol. 7. International
Vol. 8. International
Vol. 9. International
Vol. 10. International
Vol. 11. Escapade
Vol. 12. China-Japan
Vol. 13. Intermezzos
Vol. 15. Intermezzos
Vol. 16. Intermezzos
Vol. 17. Intermezzos
Vol. 18. Intermezzos
Vol. 19. Intermezzos
Vol. 20. Intermezzos
Vol. 21. Intermezzos
Vol. 22. Intermezzos
Vol. 23. Intermezzos
Vol. 24. Intermezzos
Vol. 25. Intermezzos
Vol. 26. Intermezzos
Vol. 27. Intermezzos
Vol. 28. Intermezzos
Vol. 29. Intermezzos
Vol. 30. Intermezzos
Vol. 31. Intermezzos
Vol. 32. Intermezzos
Vol. 33. Intermezzos
Vol. 34. Intermezzos
Vol. 35. Intermezzos
Vol. 36. Intermezzos
Vol. 37. Intermezzos
Vol. 38. Intermezzos
Vol. 39. Intermezzos
Vol. 40. Intermezzos

FREE
Organists’ Literary Societies
Covers with all orders of 50c or more.

MANUS MUSIC CO.
46 West 66th St., New York
Enclosing 50c for which books and volumes selected including FREE COVER at 45c or more.

Address
City
STATE

http://www.metastories.com
You Can Take It or Leave It

BY ALFRED SPIESSER

What's in a Name?

TENOR W. MUSH of Conshohocken, Berks County, Pa., Pennsylvania, grooms multicolored and eyeglass classes, has shown himself to be the last of a breed. He has been known as "Master Musht," and the name has stuck. Mr. Mush, who has played in the company's Pennsylvania—perhaps the most successful of them all, the Pennsylvania-Southern Circuit, which visits the halls and churches of the state, has been a professional musician for sixty years. He is noted for his skill in playing the various instruments in the orchestra, and his reputation has spread far and wide. Mr. Mush has been a member of the company for many years, and his playing is always in demand. The company's reputation for excellence is based on the high-quality musicians who have contributed to its success.

He is a man of few words, but his playing speaks volumes. His sense of rhythm and timing is impeccable, and his ability to capture the essence of a piece is remarkable. Mr. Mush's playing is a true testament to the enduring spirit of the Pennsylvania-Southern Circuit and its commitment to excellence in the field of music.
Try it ...  

THE PEDLER SILVER CLARINET

A Super-instrument for particular clarinet players, incorporating all new improvements for best playing results.
This instrument is yours for FIVE DAYS FREE TRIAL on application to your local dealer, or write us direct for catalog.

PRICES: Boehm System, $70 to $145
Albert System, $45 to $75

HARRY PEDLER & CO.
ELKINRT, IND.

BLACK LABEL Polished Steel Strings

for Hawaiian Guitar
Tenor Guitar
Mandolin
Guitar Banjo

GIBSON MUSICAL STRING CO.
Burlington, New Jersey

Here and There in New York

By ALANSON WELLER

HERE AND THERE in New York is a series of short essays on the leading and interesting events in the musical world. Now that the New York season is in full swing, many events of interest will be described in these pages. Here is a brief account of some notable events:

- The New York Tenor Banjo was given its first public performance at the Metropolitan Opera House in the season.
- The New York Symphony Orchestra gave its first concert of the season.
- The New York Philharmonic Orchestra presented a special concert for the benefit of the metropolitan Opera House.
- The New York Musical Association held its annual meeting.
- The New York Choral Society gave its annual concert.

These are but a few of the events that have occurred in New York during the season. Many more will be described in future issues of Here and There in New York.

Erno Rapée

Eminently successful in various musical capacities, Erno Rapée is one of the most noted conductors in the world. He is the music director of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, and has conducted many of the leading orchestras of Europe. His work has been characterized by his keen sense of musicianship and his ability to bring out the best in his musicians.

Jacobs' Loose Leaf Collection of Standard Marches for Orchestra

Volume I

- "On the Battlefield" by Sousa
- "The Stars and Stripes Forever" by Sousa
- "The High School March" by Sousa

Volume II

- "The Maple Leaf Forever" by Sousa
- "The British Grenadiers" by Sousa
- "The Waltz of the Infante" by Sousa

Lead Instruments: Solo Violin or Solo 1st Alto Saxophone

Part Additional: String Orchestra

Instrumentation

- Full Score
- Parts
- Full Score (Bound)


Irene's Washington Letter

By ALANSON WELLER

The music scene in Washington is lively and exciting. Many events have taken place in recent weeks.

- A new opera by Ravel was given its first performance at the New York Metropolitan Opera House.
- The New York Philharmonic Orchestra presented a special concert for the benefit of the metropolitan Opera House.
- The New York Symphony Orchestra gave its first concert of the season.

These are but a few of the events that have occurred in Washington during the season. Many more will be described in future issues of Irene's Washington Letter.

Try Walter Jacobs, Inc. for all your musical needs.


WALTER JACOBS, INC.

Particularly adapted for the use of young school bands is the world-famous KISS OF SPRING ROLFE

By ALANSON WELLER

This publication is designed for school bands and has been widely recommended by music educators. It includes a wide variety of music, from simple to advanced, and is well suited for all levels of skill.

Price: $1.00 (15 cents per copy)

WALTER JACOBS, INC.
THE NEW MIRICK METHOD
Is Blazing a Glorious Trail
In Band and Orchestra Training
FOR BEGINNERS

The “Director’s Manual” makes success possible under the leadership of even inexperienced musicians. Price $1.50

See Your Dealer or Write the Publishers

Gamble Hinged Music Co.

"The Home of Hinged Music"

67 EAST VAN BUREN STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO.

Are the Appointed SOLE AGENTS for Great Britain, Ireland and Colonies (Australia and Canada excepted)

For all the Publications of

WALTER JACOBS Inc.

of Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

JACOBS’ ORCHESTRA AND BAND MUSIC

Jacobs’ Celebrated BAND and TENOR BAND ALBUMS

Jacobs’ PIANO ALBUMS (79 Numbers) for Cello and Violin and Others

Jacobs’ ORCHESTRA MASTER CLASSICS

(For all orchestras and Band Instruments) - Blinks in Combination

Jacobs’ BAND LEAF COLLECTION FOR ORCHESTRA

etc., etc., etc.

JACOBS ORCHESTRA MONTHLY

JACOBS BAND MONTHLY

MELODY (for Pianists and Organists)

Each Single Copy 10c, Subscription per annum 60c net

Send for Latest Catalogue with English Prices

The B. F. Wood Music Co., 84 Newman St. Oxford St., London, W.1

In the Indian Country

A New Suite by Cady C. Kenney
Piano Solo, $1.00
(Soon to be issued for Orchestra)

WALTER JACOBS INC., BOSTON, MASS.

JACOBS’ MUSICAL MOSAICS, Vol. 21

Ashtoreth

(Reproduced by Donald, Japan, Egypt and other Countries)

JAMES STOURTON

Allegro moderato

R.S. STOURTON

Allegro moderato

Piano

Moderato

Copyright 1928 by Walter Jacobs Inc., Boston
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, including Public Performance for Profit
Miss Frivolity
MARCH

R. S. STOUSHTON

Copyright MCMLXXVII by Walter Jacob, Inc., Boston
International Copyright Secured
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, Including Public Performance for Profit
Melody for February, 1927

**Conno-Sax Fills the Need for “Something New”**

Billy McDowell, the famous black saxophone crooner, says:

"It's getting harder every year to get a hand from the audience. Old stuff just don't go. You must have something new.

The Conno-Sax is it. It’s something new that makes you sit up and listen. Plays like a saxophone—sneaks in with a touch of a low A and an upper G.

Sure, it’s something new and it’s something that makes you sit up and listen when it’s played. It’s something that’s new, but it’s something that’s familiar. It’s something that’s new, but it’s something that’s not new. It’s something that’s new, but it’s something that’s old.

Here are some of the things that make the Conno-Sax different:

1. **The key of B-flat**
2. **The key of A-flat**
3. **The key of E-flat**
4. **The key of F**
5. **The key of G**

These features make the Conno-Sax different from any other saxophone.

**Most Brilliant B-flat Soprano Saxophone Ever Offered**

"The Saxophone with the most brilliant and powerful tone of any B-flat soprano saxophone I have ever played," said a famous musician who has played the Conno-Sax.

The tone is pure, clear, and bell-like. The tone is bright and clear, and it has a richness and depth that is unique. The tone is pure and clear, and it has a richness and depth that is unique. The tone is pure and clear, and it has a richness and depth that is unique.

The Conno-Sax is available in the key of B-flat, A-flat, E-flat, F, and G. Each model is built to order, and it is available in both new and used models.

**FREE TRIAL on Any New Conn**

Get one of these new models, try it six days in your playing without obligation. Easy payments readily arranged, if desired, when you decide to buy. Remember, Conn quality is based upon exclusive features developed in our experimental laboratory. In no other instruments can you get Conn features. And with all these features you get no more. Why delay? Get your trial now for details of free trial offer.

**CONN BAND INSTRUMENTS**

With all their exclusive features, Conn Instruments cost no more.

**FACTORY BRANCH STORES**

C.G. CONN, Ltd., 242 ConIBldg., Elkhart, Indiana

Get your coupon now for details of free trial offer.

**FREE TRIAL on Any New Conn**

Get one of these new models, try it six days in your playing without obligation. Easy payments readily arranged, if desired, when you decide to buy. Remember, Conn quality is based upon exclusive features developed in our experimental laboratory. In no other instruments can you get Conn features. And with all these features you get no more. Why delay? Get your trial now for details of free trial offer.

**CONN BAND INSTRUMENTS**

With all their exclusive features, Conn Instruments cost no more.

**FACTORY BRANCH STORES**

C.G. CONN, Ltd., 242 ConIBldg., Elkhart, Indiana

Get your coupon now for details of free trial offer.

**FREE TRIAL on Any New Conn**

Get one of these new models, try it six days in your playing without obligation. Easy payments readily arranged, if desired, when you decide to buy. Remember, Conn quality is based upon exclusive features developed in our experimental laboratory. In no other instruments can you get Conn features. And with all these features you get no more. Why delay? Get your trial now for details of free trial offer.

**CONN BAND INSTRUMENTS**

With all their exclusive features, Conn Instruments cost no more.

**FACTORY BRANCH STORES**

C.G. CONN, Ltd., 242 ConIBldg., Elkhart, Indiana

Get your coupon now for details of free trial offer.
The Saxophonists

By W. A. Ernst

DO YOU seriously believe that it is far from being difficult to select the part of lead to be played by a skilful and capable young saxophonist who may be studying music and learning to play an instrument, yet does not yet know any notes or scales? Of course the young student is not aware of how his music education is progressing, and he has not progressed very far with the study of music, and how the notes and scales are proceeding. But it is not uncommon for young students to do this, and many students do not know the theory of music. Therefore, it is not uncommon for young students to select the part of lead to be played by a skilful and capable young saxophonist who may be studying music and learning to play an instrument, yet does not yet know any notes or scales.

On Practicing

Piano students have their trouble in getting children to practice. There are some who give much more time to music than to any other subject, but they are too lazy to practice. In one case, the teacher was asked the reason why his pupil did not practice. He replied that he did not know the music. As the teacher felt that he had no right to ask the pupil, and he felt that the teacher's fault was not his fault, he decided to do the practice. Then there was a feeling of desperation in the teacher to practice, but he did not trouble to practice. It is not uncommon for young students to do this, and many students do not know the theory of music. Therefore, it is not uncommon for young students to select the part of lead to be played by a skilful and capable young saxophonist who may be studying music and learning to play an instrument, yet does not yet know any notes or scales.

On a Bit of History

The trouble of selecting the part of lead to be played by a skilful and capable young saxophonist who may be studying music and learning to play an instrument, yet does not yet know any notes or scales, is not uncommon for young students to do this, and many students do not know the theory of music. Therefore, it is not uncommon for young students to select the part of lead to be played by a skilful and capable young saxophonist who may be studying music and learning to play an instrument, yet does not yet know any notes or scales.
The Clarinetist

CONDUCTED BY
Rudolph Toll

Correct Playing and Breathing (continued)

Melody for February, 1929

Bits of Blue

Conducted from page 7

When Professionals Choose

SILVA-BET
Metal Clarinets

Metallic System
$15.95 and up

Doll System
$15.95 and up

(Duplicate with Canvas)

they select SILVA-BET

BECAUSE THEY REQUIRE

Reliable Performance

Accuracy of Intonation and Volume of Tone

Careful Workmanship and Fine Finish

and SILVA-BET clarinets embody all these characteristics. They are known the world over as the first-metal clarinets acceptable in the profession — the clarinets that revolutionized the clarinet industry. They are made of finest materials, white clarinet metal (not brass), with care and precision by expert clarinet makers. Special attention and care are given to details of design, finish, and final testing.

Try a SILVA-BET at your music store or write us.
We also make the popular priced Metal Clarinets "Boston Wonder" and "P. X. Louie.
There is a price for every purse.

GET THE DETAILS

The Cundy-Bettoney Co.
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

JAZZ PIANISTS

THOMAS ALL STAR PIANO COURSE
Large Scale Jumps and Drops on the Whole Piano, Includes More than 360 Pages of Jumps and Drops in all Keys. Suitable for Private and Public Schools. Contains 300 Positions for an up-to-date Piano Course.

H E R E I T I S !

WALTER JACOBS, Inc., 128 Beacon St., Boston

THOMAS MUSIC CO., 115 Grand St., New York

WALTER JACOBS, Inc., 128 Beacon St., Boston

THREE SKETCHES FROM
OLD MEXICO

by CLINT JAMES

WALTER JACOBS, Inc., 128 Beacon St., Boston
The Violinist

CONDUCTED BY
Edwin A. Sabin

NOT long ago I read one of our great daily newspaper's, a presentation of the somewhat amusing story of a violin teacher who had been told by one of his pupils, who had never before played the violin, that he wanted to learn to play the instrument. The teacher, instead of being annoyed at the request, made a study of the pupil's development and found that he was a natural musician. He then gave the pupil a lesson and found that he had a natural talent for the violin. This led to the formation of a orchestra, which was organized and conducted by the pupil, and which has since become one of the most popular orchestras in the city. The pupil's talent and perseverance have not been lost on the public, for he has now become one of the most successful violinists in the country.

The Perfect Modern Violin

The most magnificently executed specimens of the instrument have not been seen in a better time. The last ten years have seen the introduction of many improvements, which have tended to make the violin more perfect than it ever was before. The modern violin is constructed with great care and attention to detail, and is made to meet the needs of modern musicians. The tone is clear and sweet, and the instrument is perfectly balanced, making it a pleasure to play. The violin is a true masterpiece of craftsmanship, and is sure to bring pleasure to all who hear it. The Perfect Modern Violin

Banjo Progress!

It is interesting to note the wonderful progress the Banjo family has made in the past few years. It has not only come into its own, and today no orchestra is complete without a Tenor or Plectrum Banjo.

Teachers will tell you, many of their pupils, both boys and girls, are earning money with their Banjo playing in local orchestras and at concerts, while still taking lessons, thus helping them to pay for their instruction. Banjo Bands are becoming very popular throughout the country, and Music Publishers are constantly getting out music for the Banjo family, Tenor, Plectrum, Mandolin-Banjo, Guitar-Banjo, Cello-Banjo, etc.

Schools are now adding a Banjo to two or their School orchards and already there is considerable School Music published with Banjo parts.

The wide awake Teacher of today does not just sit in his studio during his spare time, but is out on the job, organizing Banjo Bands or interviewing the Musical Supervisors at the Schools, arranging for demonstrations, etc., for he realizes his largest income comes from the Banjo—both in sales and pupils.

The Radio is also doing much for the Banjo and one can listen in most any evening and hear a rollicking good Banjo solo or Banjo Club, and quite often you will hear the Announcer say—"This boy (or girl) that plays the Banjo so well is only fifteen years of age."

Music as taught by the modern Teacher today is more thorough and the pupils while learning to play his instrument is taught the rudiments of harmony, thus enabling them to read from the Piano part—solos or popular song sheet—playing the chords correctly and as written. So say we, the Banjo is in-deed making Great Progress and is fast becoming one of the most Popular Musical Instruments, and will add greatly to your Income—whether Player, Teacher, or Orchestral Director.

The BACON BANJO CO., Groton, Conn.

WALTER JACOBS, Inc., Publishers
439 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

JACOBS 
mondally

TAKING PLUNGE

Take the Plunge!

FREE VIOLIN, MANDOLIN, BANJO AND GUITAR METHOD
One Silver Wire Violin E String No. 42

Send for Illustrated Booklet and Price List of the Celebrated Silver Bell Banjos.

E. J. & V. VERZI, 550 FDR Ave., N. Y. City

Take the Plunge!

(continued from previous page)

School in Lowell, Mass., was struck by the report of a wonderful new invention in the field of music, the "Banjo". He was so impressed by the novelty and ingenuity of the instrument that he decided to make a study of it and see if it was possible to come up with something better. After much experimentation and trial, he finally succeeded in inventing a new type of instrument, which he called the "Banjo". It was a combination of the violin and guitar, with a resonating box in place of the soundboard of the guitar. The Banjo was a great success, and很快就 became popular throughout the country. The famous Banjo player, Will Rogers, once said that "The Banjo is the best thing that ever happened to music."
**The Tenor Banjoist**

**Conducted by A. J. Wick**

**Fingerboard Chord Formations**

A NEW BRIDGE Will Give Your Banjo More PEP!

**By No. II PATRICIAN**

This is a DeLuxe Bridge in every way, being designed for maximum tone, and ground and main strings finished. We believe this to be the finest tenor banjo bridge ever made.

**ALWAYS IN STOCK**

**RETAILS**

A. D. CROVER & SON, Inc. New York City

**Summary**

The distance between each group formation is two frets. Form No. 1 and diagram A, infinite (measuring from the top two frets at the third fret and one of the second frets, written as 3-5, giving the F major chord. Therefore, by noting these group formations one fret higher, i.e. 4-6, the chord will be F# major, or an accident. The lower, B, C, and D, and up the major chord, etc. Important: These rules do not apply when laying the dominant seventh chords (see diagram B). The distance between form No. 4 and form No. 6 is two frets, as shown in the preceding diagram (see), but between forms No. 6 and No. 8, and form No. 7 and No. 8, there is a distance of only two frets.

By measuring the consecutive order in which the three group formations are set and the distance between them, any of the chords in the higher positions can be quickly and easily located. Banjoists who are interested in playing solos with melody and harmony will find these diagrams an invaluable tool. No doubt, too, that the player who uses favorable chords can work up a system on similar lines.

**The Tenor Banjoist**

**Conducted by A. J. Wick**

**Fingerboard Chord Formations**

**A NEW BRIDGE Will Give Your Banjo More PEP!**

**By No. II PATRICIAN**

**Milton G. Wolf**

**The Banjo Man**

**Quality Supreme Heads**

All Accessories, Bridges, Pick-ups, etc.

**1603 Kimmel Building, Chicago, Ill.**

**Mandolin Tech**

**Tuition in Banjo Technic**

**C. Nature**

**By W. M. Rice**

The most modernly guided technical publication for the banjoist in existence, and can be quickly used in conjunction with thousands. SEND STUDY FOR FREE IN ENQUIRY, or any other set of Banjo Studies or method in C. Nature.

**Finger Playing**

**Plectrum Playing**

**Tone**

**PRACTICAL HARMONY**

**Orchestra Instrument How to Arrange, Improvise, and Harmonize**

**What They Say!**

"Improvised chord system - you pay..." 

"I send for the demonstration.

**SEND FOR THE FREE DEMONSTRATION**

**WEIGHT'S CHORD SYSTEM BNEW JERSEY**

**Guitar Strings**

**STANDARD STRADIVARIUS**

**CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS ISSUE:**

**THE ANTIQUARIAN**

**EPHINE BANJO CORP. 28 William Street, LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
Tales of the Music Industry—No. 2

By Merton Nevin

A LITTLE somewhat briefly told, here is a story of re-

cent development in the instrument manu-

facturing world. It is not exactly what might be

called a new story, for it has been told in various

forms before. But it is an interesting story, and

one that has not been told in all its aspects.

The story of "Selmer" is a story of how one

man, by his own efforts, has been able to build up

a business in the music industry that is now a

leading factor in the world of music.

Alexandre Selmer

The son of a French musician, Alexandre Selmer,

was born in Paris in 1864. From childhood,

he was interested in music and especially in the

playing of the saxophone. He was one of the

first to realize the potentialities of this instrument

and was determined to make it popular in France.

He began by teaching himself to play the saxophone,

and then went on to study the construction of

instruments, and finally to make them himself.

His first saxophone was a crude one, but it was

good enough to attract attention, and he soon

began to receive commissions for instruments

from all over France. His reputation grew, and

soon he was able to open a small shop in Paris

where he could make and sell his own instruments.

Selmer's saxophones were superior to anything

then available, and his reputation spread quickly.

He was soon able to attract the attention of

professional musicians, and his instruments were

soon being played in concert halls all over France.

Selmer's success was due to his devotion to

quality and his willingness to experiment. He

was always looking for ways to improve his

instruments, and he was not satisfied until he had

created the perfect saxophone.

The success of Selmer's saxophones led other

manufacturers to take notice, and soon a

competition arose to produce the best instrument.

Selmer was not afraid of competition, and he

continued to work diligently to improve his

products. He was always looking for new ideas,

and he was not satisfied until he had created the

perfect saxophone.
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IN BOSTON

WHEN THIS book was written, at its best, it was the text for a book on music.�It was a book on the orchestra, on how to play the orchestra, on how to conduct the orchestra. Its aim was to help people understand the orchestra, to help them know what it was all about. It was a book on the orchestra, on how to play the orchestra, on how to conduct the orchestra.

The book was written by a man who had devoted his life to the study of music. He was a man of great intelligence, and a man of great insight. He was a man who knew the orchestra, and who knew how to use it. He was a man who knew how to write about the orchestra, and how to teach people how to understand it.

The book was a success. It was well received by the critics, and it was well received by the public. It was a book that people read, and it was a book that people talked about.

The book was published by a company that was known for its high standards. It was a company that was respected, and it was a company that was admired. The book was the company's most successful publication, and it was the company's most important publication.

The book was a book that changed the way people thought about the orchestra. It was a book that changed the way people played the orchestra. It was a book that changed the way people conducted the orchestra.

The book was a book that was widely read, and it was a book that was widely admired. It was a book that had a lasting impact on the world of music, and it was a book that would be remembered for many years to come.

The man who wrote the book was a man who was respected, and who was admired. He was a man who was known for his intelligence, and for his insight. He was a man who was known for his ability to write, and for his ability to teach.

The man who wrote the book was a man who was devoted to the study of music. He was a man who was devoted to the orchestra. He was a man who was devoted to helping people understand the orchestra, and to teaching them how to play the orchestra.

The man who wrote the book was a man who was unique. He was a man who was special. He was a man who was a true artist, and a true musician. He was a man who was a true friend, and a true mentor.

The man who wrote the book was a man who was loved, and who was missed. He was a man who was a beloved teacher, and a beloved friend.

The man who wrote the book was a man who was a legend. He was a man who was a legend in the world of music, and a legend in the world of the orchestra.

The book was a book that was a testament to the power of music, and the power of the orchestra. It was a book that was a testament to the power of the human spirit, and the power of the human heart.

The book was a book that was a gift to the world, and a gift to the orchestra. It was a book that was a gift to the people, and a gift to the future.
Music Reviews by del Castillo

Orchestral Music

Thin Cords, by Billy (Dahle). Easy, light character-istics of a medium to major. A light, rhythmic intermezzo, much on the same order as Carlota’s Grover’s Ghost. Written by M. D. C., and is a pleasant little piece.

Armonioso, by Kait (Bennett). Easy, light character-istics of a medium to major. A short, rhythmic intermezzo, much on the same order as Carlota’s Grover’s Ghost. Written by M. D. C., and is a pleasant little piece.

Fugue for Four Voices, by Bob (Dahl). Easy. a four-voice fugue in the style of a major. A fugal, rhythmic intermezzo, much on the same order as Carlota’s Grover’s Ghost. Written by M. D. C., and is a pleasant little piece.

Play Mogul Music

Theme 2, by Bob (Dahl). Easy, light character-istics of a medium to major. A short, rhythmic intermezzo, much on the same order as Carlota’s Grover’s Ghost. Written by M. D. C., and is a pleasant little piece.

Music Reviews by del Castillo

Organ Music

Hark! A Soprano Voice from the Past

By Avelyn Kerr

HEAVEN surely does present the working girl. This is the theme of the melody before the strophe of The Soprano Voice as sung by Miss Ellen H. Smith. An ar-chorial melody, much on the same order as Carlota’s Grover’s Ghost, with a short, rhythmic intermezzo, much on the same order as Carlota’s Grover’s Ghost. Written by M. D. C., and is a pleasant little piece.

As soon as the name of Miss Smith appears in any European orchestra, the theme of the melody before the strophe of The Soprano Voice as sung by Miss Ellen H. Smith is heard, much on the same order as Carlota’s Grover’s Ghost. Written by M. D. C., and is a pleasant little piece.

PIANO SOLO

Piano Solo
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In this instance, I am, perhaps, heaping praise or taking a personal experience. The last time I played publicly in my own sunk into real silence. I mean we had our hands to our faces. We were all in the school of life, when I was a student, after a competition, as the saying goes, for a share of the spoils. During our final concert at the Crystal Palace, with a choir of six thousand voices, and a packed house to be given on the return of "Hallelujah Chorus" before the curtain. One member of the committee, however, strongly protested against the appointment being given to any but a man, on the ground that it would be strong enough to play that splendid instrument. It was not only necessary to have the presence of so grand a player, but the additional presence of a player present possessing a complete bass. Thus were we given in our turn to the organ to give the starting note. I met with a warm reception. This year has been a year of hard work, and I have noticed that the older class has been working no less than the younger class.
**DEAGAN Instruments**

Winning Applause Everywhere

J.C. Deagan, Inc.

**Send for Catalog**

Through Our Dealers or Direct From Factory

**Bachmann**

TRUMPETS AND CORNETS

**PEARSON**

**E Call**

For the ultra-discriminating

For those who demand the best that money can buy

**EDUCATIONAL MUSIC BUREAU, Inc.**

Selling Instruments and Music to School Musicians

**At Last!**

A PRACTICAL Band and Orchestra Folio!

Rollo All Sizes **OF** Orchestra to Harmony

With this folio you can arrange your music in any order desired. For rehearse-

al or concert program, as you will be able to perform your music in concert-"n"

ence and in uniform order.

No Limiting or Dropshipping of Music at a Cred-

tal Moment

**SOPRANI, Inc.**

makers of the famous **Soprani** Accor-

dian, is establishing agents in all parts of North Ameri-

ca. If you are unfamiliar with the accordion, if you teach it or have the chance to learn it and can represent us in your territory, you have an excellent opportunity for success.

The simplicity of the acco-

dian is wonderful and those who can qualify as Soprani representatives will find it a welcome addition to their market.

**At The**

Continued from page 10

sound and well-trained church choir. Miss Schill, who conducted the concert, is especially well qualified. She has conducted many successful programs and has a large following in the church. The concert was very well attended, and the program was received with enthusiasm.

In Boston

Continued from page 10

some composed entirely of request

requests. Requests were received at the last minute, and these requests were

mixture of religious and secular music.
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**Band-Room Bits**

**TALBOT GROOTH, BANDMASTER, QUINCY, MASS. WALTER M. SMITH, EDITOR**

A RUMOR of the following story crop into the ears of some of the officers of the Quincy Band - a story that suggests the possibility that this will be the last meeting of the Band that we have known. It is said that the Band will be reorganized on a different plan, or be dissolved.

**Mr. Smith Speaking**

About the middle of last winter, the members of the Quincy Band, in anticipation of engaging their time in their winter exercises, met at the meeting of the Band to be held at the ensuing meeting of the Board of Education. One of the members present, Mr. Smith, said: "I have been a member of the Band for many years, and I am sorry to say that we have not been able to make the same progress in the last year as we have in the past. I think the Band is in need of some change, and I hope that we may be able to effect it in the near future."
ANNOUNCING THE NEW HOLTEN

Here is a trombone, which is your own hands will tell you it could not possess such versatility without having been inspired by the world's most versatile musical organization, to whose director it is dedicated. While following the Holten-Clarke-Moore. Cornet, the Linwood Model Trumpet and the Rudy Voss Model cornet, it is in every way as sensational. Once more the truth about Holten's is told, that "Holtons are Created by Artists and Preferred by Artists.

TEN DAY LOAN

Ten days comes borrowing arsae is gained by running the ends of the latter circles that much closer to the nickers. No, my or bitter is such or another position.

Holton
America's Greatest
Band Instruments
564 Church St. - Elkhorn, Wis.

BIG BARGAINS

5,000 ARMY and NAVY Surplus Instruments

N. E. School Music Festival

Clarke's Trombone Method

Clarke's Trombone Method

Melody for February, 1929

Massachusetts Band and Orchestra Contest, Newton, May 11

Second Annual Maine State Band and Orchestra Contest, Lewiston, May 11

High School Chorus and Glee Club Festival and Competitions

Kinkajous—Badinage—and the Ladies

Page 45

This is the division of the United States Navy Yard, Boston, Charles Brown, Chief Engineer, giving an idea of the immense structures, which have been admirably adapted to the needs of the government. (National Security Council)
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Successful Band Training

is musical education plus! What the individual players learn, and what the players together as a unit learn to do, shows up in the performance and appearance that makes the band succeed or fail. Hence the importance of sound and complete training from the very beginning.

Based on the cumulative experience and sound teaching practice of specialists whose names are outstanding, the Ditson Series is designed to correlate group training and practice with individual development, omitting or slighting no fundamental that is essential to consistent and continuous musical growth.

The Leader’s Book is the KEY to the Series

More than that, it is a valuable text book and manual. Its 148 pages embody a complete treatise, answering every question and providing every tool needed for the promotion, organization and training of bands. The book is divided into three parts as follows:

Division I—The Band Leader. General Suggestions (18 Chapters).
Division II—Instructions for Using the Educational (Student's) Books (6 Chapters).
Division III—The Leader’s Part for the Music in the Educational Books, including full scores and piano parts.

Twenty Educational Books, including parts for all band instruments and supplementary strings (a la—Violin I and II, Viola, Cello, Double Bass (String Bass). These books are designed not only for beginning bands but also for bands of advanced attainment. Each book has three parts, each having its particular function in developing an effective band.

Part One treats of the technique of the instruments themselves. Part Two is designed to develop the foundations of ensemble playing. Part Three provides drill in the performance of various types and styles of compositions.

Leader’s Book
17 Chapters—148 pages, including full scores for parts and piano accompaniments. 96 full-page illustrations.
$1.50

To Organizers of New Bands

Educational Books for Groups—Use—all instruments of the band and all 11 strings (twenty books in all).
75¢ each

Send for descriptive booklet and sample solo part

OLIVER DITSON CO., BOSTON
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., NEW YORK

MARCH 1929

Published by
WALTER JACOBS, INC.
BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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